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Firstly, I hope this finds the readership and
their loved ones safe and well.   It can be
easy here in the North East to feel distant
from events, both Nationally and
Internationally.   We are, however, now
interconnected with billions across the
world in relation to COVID 19 and
subsequent measures taken to reduce its
impact.   As ADA asked the question, “How
do we continue to meet the needs of those
accessing our services, 1-2-1 work and NX
Provision, whilst adapting to the social
distancing measures?”   Groups, however,
pose differing questions and challenges.
 Initially, of course, with the reduction of risk
and safety being paramount, a blanket
decision was taken to cancel all Groups and
accredited courses. 
 
Soon after, the conversation evolved. 
 Rather than contemplating when groups
would resume, we began to consider how to
continue and migrate onto new mediums.
The evidence prior to lockdown
demonstrated the value found in attending
groups, shared learning and networking
opportunities.  With modern technology and
video conferencing, could we continue to
provide a safe space for people to connect?
 The ‘new norm’ in how we lived, also meant
a new norm in relation to what we offer.
  Neither a top down nor bottom up
approach, collectively Managers, Workers,
Volunteers and those accessing groups now
considered what we could do and how best
to do it.  
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G  Within a week, an online timetable of group
activities was prepared and accessible.   ADA
provided a variety of opportunities from family
support, daily check ins, structured use of tools
through our ADAPT meeting and new for ADA,
an All Recovery Group/Meeting.   With no
specific modality of recovery/process of change
promoted or rejected, the All Recovery Group
presents people with the opportunity to connect
and discuss universal topics.   To date, these
have included Acceptance, Goals, Hope and Self
Talk cycles. 
 
It has been said the opposite of addiction is
not abstinence, but connection.   The daily
programme of groups now available to offer
that.  For some, this has been paramount to
sustaining the changes they have already
made.   For others, attending the online
groups has been their first-time accessing
ADA services.   Those familiar with change
and a recovery process, adversity and
challenges are not new.  Indeed, the wiliness
to develop new skills, help others and utilise
the available resources are being reaffirmed
or learnt, regardless of global events.  
 
Physical distance or lack of, does not
necessarily equate to the connection with
others. We can build positive, healthy
relationships during these uncertain times.
Life and lockdown will change, and what we
do today will elevate the conversation in the
future..


